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Abstract14

In materials science, machine learning has been intensively researched and used in various appli-15

cations. However, it is still far from achieving intelligence comparable to that of human experts in16

terms of creativity and explainability. In this paper, we investigate whether machine learning can17

acquire explainable knowledge without directly introducing problem-specific information such as18

explicit physical mechanisms. In particular, a potential of machine learning to obtain the capability19

to identify a part of material structures that critically affects a physical property without human20

prior knowledge is mainly discussed. The guide for constructing the machine learning framework21

adopted in this paper is to imitate human researchers’ process of thinking in the interpretation and22

development of materials. Our framework was applied to the optimization of structures of artificial23

dual-phase steels in terms of a fracture property. A comparison of results of the framework with24

those of numerical simulation based on governing physical laws demonstrated the potential of our25

framework for the identification of a part of microstructures critically affecting the target property.26

Consequently, this implies that our framework can implicitly acquire an intuition in a similar way27

that human researchers empirically attain the general strategy for material design consistent with28

the physical background.29

I. INTRODUCTION30

In the field of computational materials science, machine learning has been intensively31

investigated and used in a wide range of applications [1–8]. Machine learning methodologies32

can extract hidden patterns or capture implicit relations from a tremendous amount of data,33

such as material micrographs and material structure–property data. However, they remain34

far from achieving intelligence comparable to human intelligence in terms of creativity and35

explainability, which are essential in the field of material design [9–11]. It is not clear how36

these methodologies capture the material or physical background of the extracted patterns;37

thus, the captured knowledge is not immediately applicable to other general cases, which38

becomes a crucial issue when applying machine learning to material design. The complex-39

ity and the lack of clarity of the mechanisms underlying the process of generating material40

microstructures require improved explainability that can provide a general guide for design-41

ing materials. On the other hand, humans historically have been able to acquire empirical42
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knowledge with which a general strategy of material design can be derived from much less43

amount of experimental data; that is, human experts seem to obtain an intuition for ma-44

terial design from their experiences. This fact motivates us to develop a machine learning45

framework based on human experts’ train of thoughts for material design.46

A fundamental idea that metallurgists share in common is that material microstructures47

are composed of finite kinds of dissimilar phases or small-scale microstructures. Since indi-48

vidual small-scale microstructures develop competitively with completely different formation49

kinetics, they are supposed to have totally different geometrical features while maintaining50

certain spatial orders depending on process conditions such as cooling rate and holding51

temperature. On the basis of this understanding, our group successfully demonstrated pre-52

viously that a convolutional neural network (CNN) provides an efficient route to extract53

a finite number of geometrical features representing each small-scale microstructure, and54

we proposed an unsupervised machine learning framework for the segmentation of steel55

microstructures [12]. The concept was further extended to automatically generate mate-56

rial microstructures from process parameters [13]. In this framework, we adopted a vector57

quantized variational autoencoder (VQVAE) to extract a certain number of characteristic58

geometrical features from optical micrographs of steel microstructures and a pixel convolu-59

tional neural network (PixelCNN) to reveal spatial orders of small-scale microstructures as60

a function of process parameters.61

In the present paper, we demonstrates the capability of the proposed machine learning62

framework consistent with metallurgists’ process of thinking to acquire physically explain-63

able knowledge rather than simple segmentation or autogeneration problems, hoping to get64

closer to the train of thoughts that metallurgists implicitly attain the know-how to design65

materials. The validity of this framework is demonstrated in the context of the microstruc-66

ture optimization of fracture elongation of dual-phase steels.67

The following aspects are covered in this paper. (i) The consistency between the machine68

learning framework composed of VQVAE and PixelCNN and metallurgists’ train of thoughts69

is explained. (ii) As an example of material design, a structure optimization problem for70

dual-phase materials concerning a fracture property is analyzed using a dataset numerically71

computed using the Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman (GTN) fracture model [14, 15]. The72

results indicate that the framework can capture a trend of material structures regarding73

the target property in various cases. (iii) To clarify the knowledge captured by the present74
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framework, we seek to identify a part of microstructures that critically affects the fracture75

property by calculating the derivative of the surrogate model with respect to the target76

property. This is based on the assumption that human experts unconsciously consider the77

sensitivity of material structures to a change in target property to optimize microstructures.78

The hot spot identified by the present framework corresponds at an acceptable level to those79

clarified in the numerical simulation based on the explicit physical model. This implies that80

our framework can predict a part of microstructures that strongly influences a physical81

property in a similar way that human experts intuitionally capture it. In this sense, we82

show in this paper that imitating experts’ train of thoughts, which is based on an intense83

consideration with a deep understanding of the physical background, could be a guide for84

designing a machine learning framework that will have a potential to capture critical points85

as human experts do with much higher efficiency and explainability.86

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION87

Implementing metallurgists’ process of thinking using VQVAE and PixelCNN88

A guide for the construction of the machine learning framework that we have adopted89

is to imitate metallurgists’ train of thoughts when designing metallic materials. As shown90

in Introduction, metallurgists interpret that material microstructures are composed of finite91

kinds of characteristic small-scale microstructures with completely different physical back-92

grounds. For example, steel alloys exhibit a wide range of mechanical properties owing to93

the presence of various internal structures such as ferrite, pearlite, bainite, and martensite.94

These internal structures in steel alloys critically affecting many essential properties are de-95

termined by dynamical phase transformation processes during heat treatments. The phase96

transformation processes in steel alloys can be roughly divided into two categories: diffu-97

sional transformation based on the diffusion of atoms in alloys and displacive transformation98

based on the deformation of the original atomic pattern into a new crystal structure [16].99

Basically, ferrite and pearlite are considered to originate from diffusional transformation,100

whereas bainite and martensite are understood to be generated by displacive transformation101

[16–18]. In addition, pearlite and ferrite should also be distinguished owing to the differences102

in their formation processes and geometrical characteristics [18], and bainite and martensite103
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Figure 1.

are recognized to have critically different nucleation processes as well [17]. From the above,104

steel alloys are commonly interpreted to be composed of various characteristic structures105

with completely different geometrical configurations due to qualitatively different physical106

backgrounds. Moreover, it should also be recognized that the formation processes of the107

above characteristic steel microstructures are dynamical. In other words, individual char-108

acteristic microstructures are dynamically determined through their mutual interactions.109

Thus, the resultant arrangement of characteristic microstructures is supposed to have some110

spatial order. This can be a hint for the choice of machine learning frameworks.111

From the above metallurgists’ interpretation of material microstructures, a machine learn-112

ing framework to represent the microstructure generation should have two essential capa-113

bilities: (i) to extract various qualitatively different characteristic microstructures that form114

a target metallic material and (ii) to determine some spatial order among the extracted115
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characteristic microstructures. To implement these components, in this paper, we adopt116

VQVAE [19] for the extraction of characteristic microstructures and PixelCNN [20, 21] for117

the determination of the spatial order among them.118

Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of our framework. As shown in Fig. 1a, VQVAE in-119

cludes two important functional components that reflect metallurgists’ process of thinking:120

the codebook and vector quantization (VQ). The codebook is defined as a set of candidates121

for discrete latent vectors describing features of local regions in input images, which is re-122

fined and optimized by training. Thus, the codebook after training corresponds to a list of123

structural basic components included in input metallic materials. In the cases of dual-phase124

steels, ferrite/martensite grains or grain boundaries are considered as examples of the basic125

components. Also, the VQ is the procedure in which outputs by the CNN-based encoder126

are replaced by a set of latent vectors included in the codebook. This procedure can be re-127

garded as the classification of small-scale microstructures in input material images into the128

characteristic microstructures included in the codebook. Importantly, since VQVAE has the129

discrete latent vectors originating from different manifolds, it can extract a list of qualita-130

tively different characteristic microstructures that form the material structures. In contrast,131

the variational autoencoder (VAE) [22] and generative adversarial networks (GANs) [23],132

which are the two major algorithms of generative models, perform a generative process based133

on the latent vectors stemming from one continuous manifold. Thus, it is difficult to extract134

qualitatively different geometrical structures using VAE or GANs. In this sense, we con-135

sider that VQVAE is a better choice for extracting characteristic material structures with136

completely different physical backgrounds. This can be rephrased that the architecture of137

VQVAE is more consistent with our interpretation of material microstructures than other138

networks. Owing to these two essential components, VQVAE can deconstruct the material139

structures into the spatially arranged characteristic elements included in the codebook, in140

a similar way that metallurgists identify fundamental structures and deconstruct material141

structures into a set of fundamental elements.142

The other network forming our framework is PixelCNN [13, 20, 21]. As shown in Fig. 1b,143

PixelCNN is designed to capture the spatial order in the material structures. In particular,144

it is implemented to model the joint distribution of characteristic microstructures over a145

material structure as the following product of conditional distributions for the n× n list of146
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characteristic microstructures:147

P (X|h) = P (x1|h)
n2∏

i=2

P (xi|x1 · · · , xi−1,h), (1)

where X represents an input material structure, xi is a characteristic microstructure in-148

cluded in the input material structure X, and h is the vector of the given conditions, such149

as material properties. The ordering of the pixel dependences is from left to right and from150

top to bottom. This expresses the stochastic spatial arrangement of the small-scale mi-151

crostructures over a material structure resulting from competitive generation processes of152

material microstructures. In this sense, this implementation is also considered to be consis-153

tent with our assumption that material microstructures are supposed to have some spatial154

order because of the dynamical process of microstructure generation. At the same time,155

PixelCNN captures correlations between material structures and a given material property,156

which results in the determination of the structure–property relationship. This was also157

discussed in [13].158

Consequently, the important and valuable characteristic of our framework is its consis-159

tency with metallurgists’ interpretation of material microstructures, due to the identification160

of fundamental structures included in target materials by VQVAE and the determination of161

the spatial order among them by PixelCNN.162

Analysis of structure optimization problem of dual-phase materials163

For demonstrating the potential of our framework for the structure optimization of mul-164

tiphase materials in terms of a target property, a simple sample problem is considered.165

The sample problem is the structure optimization of artificial dual-phase steels composed166

of the soft phase (ferrite) and hard phase (martensite). Examples of microstructures are167

shown in Fig. 2. The prepared dual-phase microstructures can be divided into four major168

categories: laminated microstructures, microstructures composed of rectangle- and ellipse-169

shaped martensite/ferrite grains, and random microstructures. The size of microstructure170

images is 128 × 128 pixels and the total number of prepared microstructures is 3824. As171

an example of a target material property, the fracture strain was selected since fracture172

behavior is strongly related to the geometry of the two phases. The fracture strain is the173

elongation of materials at break. The fracture strains for each category were calculated on174
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Figure 2.

the baisis of the GTN fracture model [14, 15]. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between175

martensite volume fraction and fracture strain for each category. This shows that laminated176

microstructures have a relatively high fracture strain. Also, microstructures with a lower177

martensite volume fraction (higher ferrite volume fraction) possess a higher fracture strain.178

The details of how to prepare the artificial microstructure dataset and the calculation of179

fracture strains are shown in Methods.180

To show the applicability of our framework, we prepared several datasets: all microstruc-181

tures (All), only random microstructures (Random), only microstructures composed of182

ellipse-shaped martensite grains (Ellipse), and only microstructures composed of rectangle-183

shaped martensite grains (Rectangle). Then, we trained VQVAE and PixelCNN using these184

datasets. The Rectangle dataset is limited to include only the microstructures whose marten-185

site volume fraction is between 20 % and 30 % so that martensite grains in the microstruc-186

tures in this dataset do not overlap.187

Figure 4 summarizes the trend of the microstructures obtained by the networks trained188

using the above datasets with gradually increasing fracture strain. For the All, Random, and189

Ellipse datasets, we can see the trend that martensite grains become smaller and thinner as190

the target fracture strain increases. Since the larger area fraction of the soft phase (ferrite)191
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Figure 3.

contributes to the realization of higher elongation as we can see in Fig. 3, this result is192

reasonable. In addition, it should be noted that the laminated structure corresponding193

to the highest fracture strain (FS = 0.9) was generated only for the All case in which194

the laminated structures are included in the training dataset. Additionally, in the case195

of the controlled martensite volume fraction of the input microstructures (Rectangle), the196

martensite grains tend to arrange more uniformly as the given fracture strain increases.197198

From these results, we can conclude that there are at least two different strategies for199

the realization of a higher fracture strain: one is to decrease the size of martensite grains200
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Figure 4.

and also to arrange them uniformly, and the other to alternatively make a completely lami-201

nated composite structure [24]. The fact that the laminated structures never appear without202

providing the laminated structures in the training dataset implies that there exists an im-203

penetrable wall for a simple optimization process, such as a gradient descent algorithm used204

to train neural networks, to figure out the robustness of laminated structures from the other205

structures.206

Next, the tensile strength is given in addition to the fracture strain as another label for207

PixelCNN for considering the balance between strength and fracture strain (ductility). In208

this case, all microstructure data are used for training. The microstructures are generated209

at the fixed tensile strength of 700 MPa. The generated microstructures are shown in210

Fig. 5a. The laminated structures seem to be dominantly selected as the target fracture211
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strain increases. The trend that martensite grains become smaller and thinner is not seen212

when the tensile strength is fixed.213

In addition, the martensite volume fractions were calculated for 1,000 microstructures214

generated corresponding to several fracture strains. The tensile strength was fixed at215

700 MPa again. The box plot of the trend of the martensite volume fraction relative to216

the change in fracture strain is shown in Fig. 5b. The martensite volume fraction decreases217
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as the given fracture strain increases. For the realization of a higher ductility without de-218

creasing the tensile strength, the shape of martensite grains approaches that of the laminated219

structures as the martensite volume fraction decreases. This result implies that laminated220

structures can achieve a higher tensile strength with a smaller martensite volume fraction.221

As a result, the laminated structures can be considered as the optimized structures with222

respect to the shape of martensite grains for the realization of a higher ductility without223

decreasing their strength.224

a b

c

Figure 6.

To validate the effectiveness of the present framework, fracture strains are calculated225
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using the physical model [14, 15] for each microstructure obtained using the framework. In226

this case, the network trained by giving only fracture strain as the target property is used.227

Figure 6a and b show the correspondence between the target fracture strains for generated228

microstructures and the actual calculated fracture strains. It is clear that our framework229

captures well the general trend of microstructures relative to the fracture strain. However,230

it should be noted also that there exist several microstructures whose actual fracture strains231

are far less than the target strains. Figure 6c shows the typical microstructures whose232

fracture strains are smaller than 20 % of the target fracture strains. All of them are partially233

incomplete laminated structures. This can be understood as follows. Although laminated234

structures has a potential to realize higher fracture strains as shown in Fig. 3, this is true235

only when the microstructures are completely laminated. Even when one martensite layer236

has a tiny hole, the gap between martensite grains becomes the hot spot that induces much237

earlier rupture. Thus, the box plot shown in in Fig. 6b is understood to show decreasing238

values as a result of an attempt to completely laminate the structures to realize the given239

target fracture strain. This indicates that the framework recognizes the structures shown in240

Fig. 6c to be structurally close to completely laminated structures even though they have241

far less fracture strains than the completely laminated structures.242

As a consequence, these results illustrate that our framework provides a powerful tool243

for the optimization of material microstructures in terms of target properties, or at least for244

capturing the trend of microstructures in terms of the change in target property in various245

cases.246

Comparison of results of framework with those of numerical simulation247

The above results of the generation of material structures corresponding to the target248

fracture strain indicate that our framework captures the implicit correlation between the249

material microstructures and the fracture strain. However, generally, it is difficult to inter-250

pret implicit knowledge captured by machine learning methods. For that reason, we cannot251

hastily conclude that machine learning can understand this problem and acquire meaning-252

ful knowledge for material design similarly to humans or that it just obtains physically253

meaningless problem-specific knowledge. Usually, human researchers attain the background254

physics by noting a part or behavior that will affect a target property during numerous255
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trial-and-error experiments. Generally, this process is time-consuming. Accordingly, ap-256

proaching implicit knowledge obtained by machine learning methods could be beneficial for257

achieving a more efficient way to extract general knowledge for material design. Thus, we258

discuss how to approach the physical background behind the implicit knowledge captured259

by our framework. In particular, we investigate whether the machine learning framework260

can identify a part of material microstructures that strongly affects a target property in a261

similar way human experts can predict on the basis of their experiences.262

To identify a critical part of microstructures, we consider calculating a derivative of263

material microstructures with respect to the fracture strain. This is based on the assumption264

that human experts unconsciously consider the sensitivity of material microstructures to a265

slight change in target property. Accordingly, the following variable ∆ is defined as the266

derivative:267

∆ :=
∂D(EP (θ|ϵf ,Mr)[θ])

∂ϵf
, (2)

where EP (θ|ϵf ,Mr)[θ] is the expectation of a spatial arrangement of fundamental structures θ268

according to P (θ|ϵf ,Mr), which is the probability distribution captured by PixelCNN. Here,269

Mr and ϵf are the reference microstructure under consideration and the calculated fracture270

strain for the microstructure, respectively. In other words, EP (θ|ϵf ,Mr)[θ] is the deterministic271

function of ϵf and Mr. In addition, D is the CNN-based deterministic decoder function;272

hence, ∆ has the same pixel size of the input microstructure images.273

If the machine learning framework correctly captures the physical correlation between the274

geometry of the material microstructures and the fracture strain, ∆ is expected to correspond275

to the areas in Mr that highly affects the determination of the fracture strain even without276

giving the physical mechanism itself. For numerical calculation, ∆ is approximated as277

∆ ≈ {D(EP (θ|ϵf+∆ϵf ,Mr)[θ])−D(EP (θ|ϵf ,Mr)[θ])}/∆ϵf , (3)

where ∆ϵf is the gap of the fracture strain, which is set as 0.01 in this paper. Because278

it is difficult to compare quantitatively the distribution of this variable with the critical279

microstructure distributions obtained from the physical model, in this paper, we only discuss280

the location of crucial parts. Thus, the denominator ∆ϵf is ignored for the calculation of ∆281

in the rest of this paper.282283

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the parts of microstructures critically affecting the284

determination of the fracture strain obtained by the physical model and our machine learning285
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Reference Physical model Machine learning

a

b

c

d

a

b

c

d

Figure 7.

framework. In the case of the results from machine learning, the absolute values of ∆ defined286

in equation (2) for each pixel are shown as colormaps. On the other hand, because the287

fracture behavior is formulated as damage and void-growth processes in the physical model,288

the void distribution in a critical state directly shows the critical points for the determination289

of fracture strain. Thus, in the case of the physical model, the calculated void distribution290

in a critical state is shown in Fig. 7. The details of the physical model and the experiment291
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for the determination of some parameters are given in Methods. For ease of comparison,292

the ranges of visualized values are changed for each image, while the relative relationships293

among values of each colormap are kept. Thus, we compare the results qualitatively in terms294

of the distribution of areas having relatively high values in the next paragraph.295

Figures 7a and b illustrate the crucial parts of the microstructures composed of relatively296

long and narrow rectangle-shaped martensite grains. We can see an acceptable agreement297

between the results of the physical and machine learning methods. In addition, Figs. 7c298

and d show the parts that critically influence the fracture behavior in the microstructures299

composed of similarly shaped martensite grains. As an important difference between them, in300

Fig. 7c, the rectangle-shaped martensite grains are irregularly arranged and some martensite301

grains are close to each other, which might critically affect the fracture behavior, whereas302

in Fig. 7d, circular martensite grains are almost regularly arranged. About Fig. 7c, the303

machine learning framework seems to capture the crucial parts that are predicted by the304

physical model. As mentioned above, the distributions seem to be dominantly affected by305

the martensite grains being close to each other. In other words, the short-range interactions306

among a small number of martensite grains are dominant for the determination of the307

fracture strain in this case. Also, in Fig. 7d, both the physical model and the machine308

learning framework can predict that the crucial parts are uniformly distributed in square309

areas.310

On the other hand, the physical model also predicts the influence of long-range interac-311

tions among martensite grains on fracture behavior, which can be seen in Figs. 7c and d as312

a bandlike distribution. However, the bandlike distribution resulting from the long-range313

interactions does not seem to be captured by the machine learning framework owing to the314

characteristic of PixelCNN. Because a global stochastic relationship among the fundamental315

elements is factorized as a product of stochastic local interactions in PixelCNN as defined in316

equation (1), the extent of interaction exponentially decreases as distance increases. There-317

fore, the long-range interactions are difficult to be captured by PixelCNN. The discussion318

of the limitation of PixelCNN in capturing long-range interactions and a remedy for this319

limitation can be found in [25]. Figure 8 illustrates a sample case showing that the relatively320

long-range interactions are important for the dertermination of fracture strain. In this case,321

the determination of the part that critically affects the fracture behavior seems to be difficult322

using the framework based on PixelCNN.323324
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Reference Physical model Machine learning

Figure 8.

For incompletely laminated structures such as that shown in Fig. 7a, the martensite325

layers are expanded to achieve a higher fracture strain even though increasing the martensite326

volume fraction basically contributes to the decrease in the fracture strain, as shown in Fig. 3.327

Similarly, we can see in Fig. 7c that the martensite grains tended to expand to fill the hot328

spots between them. Additionally, as mentioned above, even though completely laminated329

structures are structurally similar to incompletely laminated structures, the fracture strains330

of completely laminated structures are much higher than those of incompletely laminated331

structures. Thus, eliminating tiny holes that could be causes of hot spots and reaching332

completely laminated structures markedly improve their fracture strains. Altogether, these333

results imply that the framework recognizes the potential of laminated structures to achieve334

a higher fracture strain in a similar way that human researchers reach an intuition on335

completely laminated structures as a result of the consideration of reducing the occurrence336

of hot spots.337

From the above results, we can conclude that our framework can identify the areas that338

critically affect a target property without human prior knowledge when the local topology339

of microstructures is dominant for the target property. This implies that machine learning340

designed consistent with metallurgists’ process of thinking can approach the background or341

the meaning of the implicitly extracted knowledge in a similar way that humans acquire an342

empirical knowledge.343
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III. CONCLUSION344

METHODS345

Experiment and void volume fraction346

The uniaxial tension of DP590 was measured. After standard metallographic procedures,347

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out to measure void accumulation. The348

void volume fraction (VVF) was measured when the sample was fully damaged, and this349

VVF was used as the threshold to determine the fracture strain in numerical simulations.350

SEM characterization351

SEM measurements were carried out by field-emission SEM (JEOL, JSM-7200F) under352

an acceleration voltage of 15.0 kV.353

Microstructure generation354

Open-source software Dream3D [26] and commercial software Matlab were used to gener-355

ate two-dimensional dual-phase ferrite–martensite microstructures. Random morphologies356

(close to real microstructures) were generated using Dream3D, and the martensite volume357

fraction, aspect ratio, and grain size were varied. In contrast, regular shapes (laminated,358

ellipse, and rectangle) of martensitic grains were generated using Matlab, and the martensite359

volume fraction, aspect ratio, grain size, grain direction, and grain distribution were varied.360

The distribution of martensitic grains incrementally evolved from regular to random. The361

total number of microstructures was 3824.362

Gruson model363

The ductile damage process in metals involves void nucleation, growth, and coalescence364

[27], and this process is well described by the extensively used GTN damage model [14, 15].365

The experimentally obtained relationship between engineering strain and accumulated void366

volume fraction was used to calibrate the material parameters of the GTN model.367
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Finite element model and simulation368

The two dimensional representative volume element (RVE) was used to evaluate the dam-369

age of dual-phase steels [28]. The sample was meshed into 128×128 elements (pixels), and370

a phase, either ferrite or martensite, was assigned to each element. Two-dimensional plane371

strain conditions were assumed, and four-node bilinear elements with reduced integration372

(CPE4R) were used. Abaqus Ver.2018 was used for numerical simulation. After the sim-373

ulation, the average void volume fraction over the entire sample was calculated, and thus374

fracture strain was determined for each microstructure.375
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TEXT FOR FIGURE LEGENDS448

Figure 1. Machine-learning-based computational framework for characteriza-449

tion and generation of material microstructures. This framework was strongly mo-450

tivated by metallurgists’ thought process in interpreting material structures. a, Extraction451

21



of finite characteristic microstructures by VQVAE. b, Determination of spatial correlation452

among the extracted finite characteristic microstructures by PixelCNN. This architecture453

is suitable for expressing metallurgists’ thought process leading to the interepretation that454

material structures are composed of finite kinds of characteristic fundamental elements with455

completely different geometrical features and that the generation of material structures456

stems from interactions among the elements.457

Figure 2. Examples of artificial dual-phase microstructures used for train-458

ing. Black and white pixels respectively correspond to the hard phase (martensite) and soft459

phase (ferrite). The size of microstructure images is 128 × 128 pixels. The dataset can be460

divided into four major categories. a Laminated microstructures. This category only has461

completely laminated microstructures. b Microstructures composed of rectangular marten-462

site grains. This category includes partially laminated structures, such as these shown in the463

lower left panel c Microstructures composed of elliptical martensite grains. d The random464

microstructures.465

Figure 3. Relationship between martensite volume fraction and fracture466

strain, and examples of microstructures. a Plot showing correspondence between467

martensite volume fraction and fracture strain. b Examples of microstructures. Their468

martensite volume fractions and fracture strains are shown in the plot.469

Figure 4. Microstructures generated by the machine learning framework470

trained by several datasets. Each column corresponds to the microstructures obtained471

by the models trained using all microstructures, only the random microstructures, only the472

microstructures composed of ellipse-shaped martensite grains, or only the microstructures473

composed of rectangle-shaped martensite grains. However, the Rectangle dataset is limited474

to include only the microstructures whose martensite volume fraction is between 20 % and475

30 %. The given fracture strains are 0.1, 0.3, 0.7, and 0.9 for the All, Random, and Ellipse476

datasets, and 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 for the Rectangle dataset.477

Figure 5. Generated microstructures and trend of martensite volume fraction.478

a Microstructures generated at fixed tensile strength and several fracture strains. The tensile479

strength is set as 700 MPa. The given FSs are 0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. b Trend480

of martensite volume fraction relative to the change in fracture strain. For each fracture481

strain, the martensite volume fractions of 1,000 microstructures generated corresponding to482

the fracture strain and fixed tensile strength (700 MPa) were calculated. The black lines483
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and green triangles in the boxes denote median and mean values, respectively.484

Figure 6. Correspondence between the target fracture strains given as inputs485

and the actual fracture strains. For each target fracture strain, 30 microstructures were486

generated. Then, fracture strains are calculated using the physical model [14, 15]. a Plot487

of relationship. b Box plot of relationship. The black lines and green triangles in the boxes488

denote median and mean values, respectively. c Microstructures whose fracture strains are489

smaller than 20 % of the target fracture strains. The values above the panels denote the490

given target fracture strains (left) and actual fracture strains (right).491

Figure 7. Comparison of derivatives of microstructures with respect to the492

fracture strain obtained using the machine learning framework with the distri-493

butions of void volume fractions calculated on the baisis of physical model. a–d494

Comparisons for several microstructures. The left, middle, and right column correspond to495

the reference microstructures, the void distributions obtained using the physical model, and496

the derivative obtained by the machine learning framework, respectively.497

Figure 8. Sample case showing that a relatively long-range interactions among498

martensite grains are important for the determination of fracture strain.499
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